PWP Future Leaders Fellowship
While our business model hinges on having experienced senior
professionals with exceptional reputations, our more junior people
are the lifeblood of the Firm. We cannot be successful without fully
developing the next generation to take the place of the current
Partners.
At PWP, we recognize that diversity - in people and ideas - creates a vibrant and
commercial environment that drives our ability to offer creative solutions for our
clients. As such, we place significant importance on hiring strong leaders that
embody our diverse culture and entrepreneurial spirit. We offer an exceptional
platform where junior bankers are encouraged to collaborate, make positive
contributions to the Firm’s strategy and culture, and become future leaders.
In support of these values, we are pleased to offer the PWP Future Leaders
Fellowship to first year MBA women, Black, Hispanic, and Native American
candidates. The PWP Future Leaders Fellowship is awarded to candidates who
exemplify the PWP spirit of leadership and are committed to a long-term career in
Investment Banking. Recipients will receive $30,000* towards their tuition and
fees for their spring semester, contingent on receiving and accepting a Summer
Associate offer. Upon successful completion of their Summer Internship,
recipients are also eligible for an additional $30,000* towards their second year
tuition and fees if they receive and accept a Full-Time Associate offer.

Application Deadline: Sunday, December 9 at 11:59pm EST
To apply for the PWP Future Leaders Fellowship, please
email CampusRecruiting@pwpartners.com
with
your
resume,
office
preference and a 500 word essay that addresses how
you have demonstrated leadership in your professional or personal
experiences and will leverage your leadership skills for a career in
Investment Banking at PWP. In your essay, please take into
consideration the characteristics that embody the culture of the Firm.

*less applicable deductions and withholdings
Perella Weinberg Partners is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

